
Opulent Pink Legacy
Limited to only 288 

Exclusive to a Crypto holders only!

Pink diamonds extracted from the Argyle mine in the Kimberley region of Western Australia 

are some of the oldest and rarest  diamonds ever found. They have been dated to be 1.58 

billion years old, and the volcano that created them is about as old too, at 1.1 to 1.2 billion 

years old

In November 2020 mining ceased at Argyle, after 37 years of operations 
and producing more than 865 million carats of rough diamonds. What does 
this mean? There will be no more rare Argyle diamonds being mined. 

So the value will only keep on increasing. This is why Craig Leonard and the 
worlds famous Artis Sharon Davson crated 288 limited coins with 4 rare 
Argyle diamonds surrounded by rose gold with Sharon's rare art work 
embedded to celebrate the beauty of this rare gem. So not only will this 
coin increase in value due to the Argyle diamonds but the Art it's self will 
also increase making this a must have to your collection.   

The Treasures of the Kimberley coin

"Unearthed in its Solid Silver and Solid Platinum variations totals over $4m in limited edition 

art.

Unearthed has been applauded as a fabulous entry level for new collector investors in 

Davson Art or Argyle Mine Pink Diamonds; and a 'must have' for all current collectors. 

Especially as this is Davson's first art work with those pink diamonds.

Among the things I find fascinating about Davson, is that to date she has only completed 

about 120 paintings in her forty-year professional career. That makes paintings by her among 



the rarest in the world for such a renowned artist. (Most artists of her stature have produced 

many times that number.)

Rare art, precious metals, rare diamonds.... Legendary stu�.

You would probably have to go back to Leonardo Da Vinci to find a renowned artist with fewer 

actual finished paintings and of high value. Perfect artist for creating a rare high valued coin 

with rare pink diamonds. Davson never ceases to amaze."

How can i qualify?

I've teamed up with Craig the Ceo of Pink diamond investments to give you a rare 

Opportunity to own this master piece all you need to do is have a wallet with funds in USDT 

CRYPTO   




